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Tremendous efforts have been made to the development of autonomous mobile 
robots in robotics in the last two decades because of various potential applications 
of mobile robots in industrial and service sectors. In order to complete a 
transportation task, a mobile robot needs to go to its destination without collisions 
with obstacles in the environment. Thus, obstacle detection and obstacle avoidance 
are essential capability for a mobile robot. Obstacle detection involves information 
acquisition of the surrounding environment using sensors while obstacle avoidance 
primarily concerns path planning and motion control. 
In this thesis, we will study navigation of a mobile robot in an unknown 
environment by constructing the configuration space (C-space) in real time. 
Although the robot does not know any information about its surroundings 
beforehand, it gradually acquires the information through its sensors. In this study, 
we assume that the robot and obstacles in the workspace are in polygonal shape. 
Once an obstacle is detected by its camera, the robot calculates the corresponding 
obstacle in the C-space (C-obstacle) by using the inverse mapping method. The 
inverse mapping method calculates an approximate C-space by quantizing the C-
patches in the local coordinate frame which represents configurations where the 
polygonal robot is in a contact with the obstacle. The path for the robot is initially 
planned as the line connecting the start configurations and will be gradually 
modified as C-space is updated. 
Once the C-space is updated, the robot checks whether the C-obstacles block 
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the decided path or not. If the C-obstacles do not block the path, the robot will 
follow the original path to go. Otherwise, the robot will plan a new collision-free 
path to reach the goal. To validate the proposed approach, an experimental system 
using RWI B21 is developed. The experimental results demonstrated that the 


























Many recent researches had studied the motion planning for a mobile robot 
under a global map or in a well-known environment [7][10][35]. Motion planning 
is to plan a motion for a mobile robot to get the goal without any obstacle collision. 
If the robot moves to a strange environment, it will not know any information about 
the environment. The robot will blindly direct to the goal without any further 
decision unless we input a new map of the environment to the robot. Otherwise, 
damages and accidents will thus be happened. Furthermore, in real world, the 
environment is usually changing, the information about the environment is 
necessary to update. So, real time obstacle detection plays an important role. It can 
make the robot to understand not only the information about the strange 
environment, but also the sudden changes ofthe workspace. 
For real-time obstacle detection, there are two major devices to do it, 
namely sonar sensing system and visual sensing system. 
Sonar sensing system has traditionally been used for collision avoidance in 
the study of mobile robot [11][15]. It is cost effective and quick in response. Many 
conventional methods use sonar data to generate the maps of the working 
environment for robot navigation [2][26]. However, it is difficult to construct and 
complete because most commercial sonar sensors are unidirectional. In other 
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words, only sonar reflections from the surfaces of the obstacles that are of a certain 
level of perpendicularity to the sensors can be picked up. Furthermore, the vertical 
readable range are very restrictive due to the height of sonar sensors are fixed. This 
will mean that obstacles at an angle to the sonar sensors or obstacles that are not of 
the same height as the sonar sensors will not be correctly represented in the 
generated maps. Nakamura [28] had proposed a statistical map representation 
method that is robust to sensor noise. Nevertheless, it does not solve the above 
problems, which is basically due to the low-level of sonar data. Thus, although 
navigation of sonar-based mobile robots might be effective in a controlled working 
environment, it might not be as efficient in a normal laboratory or office 
environment. 
The capability to autonomously plan a collision-free path among the 
obstacles is another fundamental requirement for an intelligent mobile robot. 
Motion planning was popularly studied in the last decade, and many algorithms 
have been developed, such as visibility graph (V-graph), generalized Voronoi 
diagram (GVD), potential field approach, Lumelsky's algorithm and configuration 
space approach. Motion planing of mobile robots among polygonal obstacles was 
first discussed by V-graph [29] whose edges correspond to collision-free line 
segments between obstacle vertices. The V-graph is compact and efficient but it is 
not suitable for planning rotation of a mobile robot. GVD [3][22] gives a feasible 
approach for motion planning in a general environment without any constraint on 
obstacle boundary. However, this method is subject to the drawback that the 
planned path is always as far from the obstacles as possible. Potential field 
approach [20][23] is very efficient, but it will get trapped into local minima of the 
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potential function other than the goal configuration because it is essentially fastest 
descent optimization method. Lumelsky [33], Foux [6], Sankaranarayanan[l] and 
Kamon [13] had developed their new algorithms of motion planning for a mobile 
robot. Undoubtedly, their algorithms are convergent. The robot can get the goal 
safely. However, their algorithms are not efficient and the planned motions by their 
algorithms are not optimal. Noborio [7][8][9] had studied sensor-based motion 
planning. However, due to no information of obstacle shape and location, the robot 
may generate an extremely longer path to a target point in an unknown 2-D 
workspace. Besides, his algorithm is not efficient. The algorithm by Sundar [25] is 
very efficient. It can guarantee the robot can get the goal. However, his algorithm 
is only suitable for circular obstacles and point robot. Furthermore, all the above 
algorithms are only valid for point robot. It is not suitable to implement their 
algorithm to robots with geometric shapes and orientations. Configuration space 
approach [30][31] is one of the most useful models in motion planning of robots. 
Its approximate representation by cubic cells is widely used because the geometric 
complexity of obstacles and the geometry of C-obstacles in a C-space are highly 
complex and computation of a C-obstacle is difficult. One of the existing methods 
for constructing the C-space is grid-based method using intersection check among 
obstacles and robot [12][32]. However, it is expensive in computation when their 
shapes are complicated. Another one is precise computation using geometry of C-
obstacles，but it is not efficient. Therefore, we had developed a very efficient 
algorithm for constructing the C-space. 
In this thesis, we will study how to navigate a polygonal mobile robot in not 
only an unknown environment but also a dynamic environment. Motion planning 
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in an unknown environment means that the robot will plan an optimal path to get 
the goal without any information about the workspace beforehand, while motion 
planning in a dynamic environment means that the robot will work in a real 
environment, which is usually changing. To achieve our objective, obstacle 
detection, C-space construction and motion planning are playing the important role. 
We first assume that the robots and the obstacles in the workspace are in polygonal 
shape. To detect obstacles in an unknown environment, we have used a single 
camera to take the images. First, we tilt the camera with several angles and let it to 
see the floor of the working environment. Then, the robot will do some 
imageprocessing on the image to get the information about the obstacles in its 
workspace. Then，with all the constant parameters including the tilt angle of the 
camera，the vertical distance between the camera and the floor and the visible range 
of the camera, the relationship between the image coordinate frame and the robot 
coordinate frame can be obtained. Also, we can calculate the transformation matrix 
between the robot coordinate frame and the world coordinate frame. Therefore, by 
some coordinate transformation, the information of the workspace of the robot can 
be obtained. 
Our approach for motion planning is to construct the C-space in real time by 
inverse mapping method. We decomposes the C-space into cubes with specified 
resolution and represents the C-space approximately by the cells marked with free 
regions and obstacle regions. Then, we can construct the C-space by using inverse 
mapping method. The inverse mapping method inversely maps points on 
configuration patches (C-patch) to the configuration of the robot. C-patch 
represents the configuration of the robot in a contact with an obstacle at a point. 
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Since the robot and the obstacles are assumed to be in polygonal shape, based on 
the updated information about the working environment, C-patches can be 
developed by checking the contact between edges of robot and vertices of obstacles 
and the contact between vertices of robot and edges of obstacles (Type-A Contact 
and Type-B Contact). By the developed C-patches, the C-space is then constructed. 
Based on the constructed C-space, the robot can assign the scores for each cube in 
C-space by distance transfomration and then search an optimal path to the goal. 
Since the visible range of the camera is limited and the dynamic changes of 
the working environment exist in reality, real-time obstacle detection, real-time 
update of C-space and real-time motion planning are must. Since the camera 
cannot see the entire working environment, the robot does not know the information 
about the unseen surroundings. Besides, the real working environment of the robot 
is usually changing. Obstacles will be added or removed from the working 
environment of the robot. The decided path may be blocked. Accident will be 
happened. Thus, as the robot moves, real-time obstacle detection is a must, which 
lets the robot to get more information about its workspace. With the updated 
information about the workspace, the C-space can be re-constructed by the inverse 
mapping method. As the C-space is updated, the robot will check whether the C-
obstacles clog the decided path or not simultaneously. If C-obstacles block the 
original path, the robot will re-plan a new collision-free path. Otherwise, the robot 
will follow the original path to go. The processes will be repeated until the robot 
gets the goal. The experimental results in chapter 6 will illustrate the validity of our 
approach. 
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Chapter 2 will describe our algorithm briefly. In chapter 3，we will explain 
how to detect obstacles under an unknown environment. The method of real-time 
C-space construction will be presented in chapter 4. Then, chapter 5 will detail how 
to plan a collision-free path and reconstruct the C-space continuously. The 
implementation of the algorithm and the experimental results will be demonstrated 




This chapter will outline our algorithm. First, we will make several 
assumptions about the working environment and the behavior of the mobile robot to 
validate our algorithm. Then, we will briefly explain our algorithm for planning the 
collision-free path under an unknown environment. 
2.1 Assumptions 
We are studying the motion planning of a mobile robot, which is in polygonal 
shape，in an unknown environment. Since our robot is not a point and the working 
environment of the robot is unknown, to validate our approach, the following 
assumptions should be pointed out, otherwise the results will be affected and not 
very well. 
• Robot and obstacles are in polygonal shape. We are studying motion planning 
for a mobile robot, which has geometric shapes and orientation. Thus, we 
assume robot and obstacles to be polygons. 
• The floor of the working environment should be flat. We consider the motion 





robot. We do not consider z-motion of the robot. Therefore, we had assume 
that the floor of the workspace of the robot is flat. 
• The start and the goal configurations should be in free regions. Otherwise, the 
motion planning is meaningless. 
2.3 Algorithm Outline 
In this thesis, we propose a robot can explore an unknown environment by 
real-time construction of configuration space (C-space) of the robot using the visual 
information and reach the goal under the planned path. 
Working in an unknown environment, the robot does not know any 
information about the surroundings beforehand. Due to the lack of geometric 
information about the obstacles in working environment, the robot will first assume 
that there is no obstacle in its working environment and the entire working 
environment is free region. The robot will plan the first free path just connecting 
the start and goal configurations in the C-space, which has not got any obstacle and 
C-obstacle. Then, as it moves toward the goal, the robot will detect obstacles by 
using single camera, which is mounted at the head of the robot. The robot will take 
the data continuously as it moving. Therefore, in the mind of the robot, the 
“unknown，，surroundings will gradually become a well-known environment. 
After discovering a new obstacle in the working environment, the robot will 
re-plan its path to go by re-constructing the configuration space (C-space). The C-
space is constructed in real-time by inverse mapping method, which constructs the 
approximation of a C-space by quantizing the C-patches in a local coordinate 
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system. C-patch represents the configurations of the polyhedral robot in a contact 
with polyhedral obstacles and it can be created by checking the contacts between 
the obstacles and the robot itself. There is no need to check any intersection 
between the robot and the obstacles. The unique process is a coordinate 
transformation from discrete points on the C-patches to configurations of the robot. 
Using the constructed C-space, the robot can plan a collision-free path to reach its 
goal. To validate the proposed approach, a simulation and an experimental system 
have been developed. The validity of this system is also shown in real robot 
experiment. The summary of our algorithm is shown on figure 2.1. 
Our algorithm concerns about the motion planning of a polygonal mobile 
robot in an unknown polygonal environment. Therefore, it is possible to implement 
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Obstacle detection and avoidance form a basic competence for a mobile 
robot to accomplish tasks autonomously in an unknown environment. The 
assumption that a mobile robot moves on a plane can be used to simplify this 
problem. Further, in order to apply our motion planning approach, all the obstacles 
in the working environment of the robot is assumed to be polygons. An unknown 
environment is the workspace of the robot that the robot has not got any knowledge 
about the working environment. Obstacle detection involves sensor acquisition and 
processing, while obstacle avoidance concerns primarily robot path planning and 
motion control. In this chapter, we will first discuss the method of obstacle 
detection in an unknown environment. The method of obstacle avoidance will then 
be described in next chapter. 
There are many researches on obstacle detection by using sonar sensors 
[16][17][34], laser ranging finder [21] and radar [4][24]. However, all of these 
sensors will encounter lots of inconvenience, such as short-range sensing, 
vulnerability to specularities and low angular resolution. To overcome such 
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problems, several investigations have used stereo vision [5][18][27]. In computer, 
many efforts have been made to develop a general theoretical framework from 
which a broad range of problems could be addressed. Nevertheless, such methods 
are not practical because in stereo vision, it is time consuming to find the point 
correspondence. Furthermore, stereo vision obstacle detection is extremely 
sensitive to noise in the camera parameters. Thus, it is difficult to detect obstacles 
in the working environment in real time and get an accurate geometric information 
of the obstacles. In this chapter, we will discuss how the robot estimates the 
obstacles under an unknown environment. Figure 3.1 shows the procedures of 
obstacle detection. Our approach for obstacle detection in an unknown 
environment is to use single camera. All the obstacles in the workspace ofthe robot 
are assumed to be polygons. It is possible in the realistic world because, through 
the process of linear line fitting in image processing, all the detected obstacles 
become polygons. To obtain the obstacles in the unknown environment, the robot 
will take images from its camera. Then, after doing the image processing, the 
coordinates of all the vertices and the edges of the obstacles can be estimated. 
Further’ all these coordinates can be transformed from image coordinate frame to 
the world coordinate frame by simple coordinate transformation. Finally, obstacles 
can be detected. Instead of stereo vision, we just need to take one image for each 
C-space updating. Therefore, compared with stereo vision, the image processing 
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Figure 3.1 Procedures of Obstacle Detection 
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3.2 Image Processing 
Before doing the coordinate transformation, we should detect the outline of 
the obstacles. To obtain this, we should do the image processing about the image. 
The first step is the edge detection. We use Canny Operator [19] to obtain 
the outline of the image. 
In order to approximate obstacles by polygons, we use the Orthogonal 
Regression to do the line fitting. Through this process, the coordinates of the 
ending points of the edges, which is based on the image coordinate frame, can be 
estimated. Further, we remove noises by rejecting the shortened line segment. 
3.3 Coordinate Transformation 
In the previous section, we can get the coordinates of the end points of the 
edges based on the image coordinate frame. 
By the above data, we can obtain the geometric information of the obstacles 
by the coordinate transformation between the image coordinate frame, the robot 
coordinate frame and the world coordinate frame. In other words, the unknown 
environment is modified as a well-known workspace. 
Suppose the coordinates of one of the end points of the edge points be 
{pLxel_.x, pi.xel_y), which are based on the image coordinate frame. Then, from 
the equation (3.1), equation (3.2) and figure 3.2, it can be transformed into (x^,jyJ 
based on the robot coordinate frame. 
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yR = ~ " 7 r ^ N (3-1) 
t an f^+ — J ( a - e ) l 
MAXROWS ^ \ 
\ J 
x^ = y^ . t a n f f - - ~ P i x e l - x ] " ] 
R R 2 MAXCOLS 
w / y 
where (pixel _ x, pixel _ y) are the coordinates of edge based on the image frame 
and (XR，yR) are the coordinates of edge based on the robot coordinate frame 
and MAXCOLS is the maximum number of columns of the image 
and MAXROWS is the maximum number of rows of the image 
and height is the height of the optical center of the camera from the floor 
and 6 is the vertical angle of view of the CCD camera 
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Figure 3.2 Top View and Side View of the Camera Model of the Robot 
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Now, we have the obstacle coordinates (x^, y^) based on the robot 
coordinate frame. In order to transform ( x ^ , y J to ( ½ , > ^ ) , which are based on 
the world coordinate frame, we introduce a transformation matrix, T:"+'. It is the 
transformation matrix from the robot coordinate frame at the (n+l/^ state to the 
world coordinate frame. The (n+l)* state is the configuration of the robot after 
moving (n+l) times. Thus, the transformation matrix, T^+�，can be calculated by 
equation (3.3). 
T：-' = T ^ ' ' T ^ : - " T ^ r (3.3) 
As shown in equation (3.3), 7；-' is consists of n+2 items. We first set the 
world coordinate frame as the initial robot coordinate frame (initial state). Thus, 
'cos(0.0) -sin(0.0) 0) f l 0 (0.0)) 
Tw = s in(0.0) c o s ( 0 . 0 ) 0 . 0 1 ( 0 . 0 ) . ( 3 . 4 ) 丨 
0 0 1 0 0 1 \ / V y 
For T�:，…，r<"+i , they can be estimated by equation (3.5). 
((cos(r , ) - sin(y,) 0) f 1 0 0.0 丫 
r ( + i = s in ( r J cos(r,) 0 . 0 1 Uy, (3.5) 
I 0 0 1 0 0 1 
\ \ 乂 V J) 
where A: = 0,l,...,n + 1, 
and Y, is the angle difference between the k'^ state and the (k+l)^ state, 
and Dy, is the distance between the k^ state and the ( k + l f state. 
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By the above calculation, 7^^ can be estimated. Thus, the coordinates of 
the obstacle can be transformed from the robot coordinate frame to the world 
coordinate frame by equation (3.6). 
^W f ^R 
yw = T � � y , (3.6) 
1 1 乂 乂 V j 
As a result, the unknown environment can be changed to a well-known 
environment for the robot to do the motion planning. 
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3.4 Example 
In order to give a more understandable idea of the algorithm, we have done the 
following experiment. 
In figure 3.4(a), there is a (60 cm x 42 cm) box in front of the robot. After 
doing the image processing, the outline of the box is thus obtained (figure 3.4(b)). 
Finally，the geometric information about the box can be known by some coordinate 
transformation (see Table 3.1). The physical model of the coordinate 
transformation is shown on figure 3.5 and 3.6. 
Direct Measurement in world ~ (^x ,y ) = ( - 1 6 130) 
coordinate frame (in cm) , � V ， / 
“，>^i) = (44,130) 
Edge Coordinates in image coordinate {pixd _ jc^，pixel _ v,) = (67 129) 
frame after doing the image process / . , / / ) � 
— {P^^el _ X,, pixel _ y^) = (137,132) 
Edge Coordinates in robot coordinate L ^ v ” - f - l z n _ l i ， S 7 i m c M � 
frame after doing the coordinate V ； 乂 � \ ( 14.387281,128.710234) 
transformation (in cm) j ^ / , : v / ) = (42.432786,127.089555) 
Edge Coordinates in world coordinate L ^ ^ w )一 /_ i ,m^A\ 
frameafterdoingthecoordinate 7； ^ « 々一（14.387281,128.710234) 
transformation (in cm) (^i^, y p = (42.432786,127.089555) 
^ ; = 二 二 二 ？ ： t i ~ and the 一 — ^ 
^ ^ ^ T T ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 8 u ^ 
_Pgy-*W E^ - X ； 縣 - ， ‘ ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ > : 歡 一 是 ^ ^ ^ 1 
Figure 3.4a Image of the Box Figure 3.4b Outline of the Box 
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Real-time Construction of Configuration Space 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we have described how the robot detects obstacles 
in an unknown environment. In our algorithm, when the robot detects an obstacle, 
it re-constructs its configuration space (C-space) and re-plans its path to the goal. 
C-space is one of the most useful models in motion planning of robots. 
However，because of the geometric complexity of obstacles, geometry of obstacles 
in a C-space (C-obstacle) is highly complex and computation of a C-obstacle is 
difficult from the power of present computers. Therefore, instead of an accurate C-
space，its approximate representation by cubic cells is more practical and common. 
Most approaches decide free regions and obstacle regions of an approximate C-
space by intersection check. It checks the intersections among the obstacles and the 
robot or among the cubic cells and the C-obstacles. Nevertheless, an intersection 
check is expensive in computation when the shapes of robot and obstacles are 
complicated. Moreover, there is no implementation of an algorithm, which 
computes the approximate representation using intersection checks. 
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To construct the approximate C-space, we have use the inverse mapping 
method. The shape ofrobot and obstacles are assumed to be polygon. Based on the 
updated information of the working environment, C-patches can be estimated by 
checking the contact between the edges of the polygonal robot and the vertices of 
the polygonal obstacles and the vertices of the polygonal robot and the edges of the 
polygonal obstacles. Finally, the C-space can be constructed by quantizing the C-
patches in the local coordinate system. 
In this chapter, we will address out how C-space can be constructed by the 
inverse mapping method and the simulation at the last section will show the 
efficiency and the usefulness of the inverse mapping method. 
4.2 Configuration Space 
A configuration q of a robot is a specification of the position and orientation 
of the coordinate frame of the robot with respect to the world coordinate frame. 
In two-dimensional case, q is represented by 3 parameters, x , j and 6 
which are the x-position, y-position and orientation of the robot. In three-
dimensional case, q is represented by 6 parameters, x , y，^，a, p and 7 which 
are the x-position, y-position, z-position, angle between x-y, angle between y-z and 
angle between x-z. For studying the configuration of mobile robot moving in a 
plane area, two-dimensional case is enough. It is because that the mobile robot is 
moving on the horizontal plane x-y without any changes of z-direction. 
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The configuration space (C-space) of the robot is the space of all the 
possible configurations of the robot. Instead of an accurate C-space, its 
approximate representation by cubic cells is widely used in robot motion planning. 
It is because that the geometric complexity of obstacles and C-obstacles (obstacles 
in C-space) is highly complex and the computation of a C-obstacle is difficult from 
powers of present computers. To construct the C-space, we use inverse mapping 
method to compute an approximate representation of a C-space without using any 
intersection check. Such approximate representation decomposes the C-space into 
cubes with a specified resolution and represents the C-space approximately by the 
cells marked with two regions, one is called C-obstacle region, and the other is 
called free region. 
C-obstacle region is the union of all the configuration obstacles CB(q) (C_ 
obstacle) in the C-space. C-obstacles are defmed according to the intersections 
among a robot R and the obstacles 0 as below, 
C B ( q ) = { ^ ^ R ( q ) f ] O k ” � (4.1) 
R(q) is the configuration of the robot, 0 is the null space and Q is the C-space. In 
other words, C-obstacle space is the configurations of the robot that the robot will 
collide with obstacle in the working environment. 
Free region is the subset ofthe C-space Q and is defined as below, 
Q , r a = Q \ | J c 5 A . = g e ^ 2 / / ? ( d n | " | J o * ) = 0 j (4 2) 
H [ 1 ^ -' J J 
n is the number of obstacles. In other words, free space is the configurations of the 
robot that the robot will not touch or collide with obstacles. 
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To construct the C-obstacle regions, we can simply check the point-point 
contacts between the robot and the obstacles. It is because that the robot and the 
obstacles are assumed to be polygons. It is well known that the C-obstacles can be 
represented by constraints of their point-point contacts. 
There are only two types of contacts between the robot and the obstacles 
because a polygon only consists of edges and vertices. One is the contact between 
the edges of the robot and the vertices of the obstacles. Another is the contact 
between the vertices of the robot and the edges of the obstacles. Those point-point 
contacts are called type-A and type-B contact. 
For the contact between the vertices of the robot and the vertices of the 
obstacles, we had included it in both type-A and type-B contact. Since the vertices 
of the robot and the obstacles are the start point or the end point of their edges, we 
can see it as type-A contact or type-B contact. 
In the case that both robot and obstacles are convex polygon, the C_ 
obstacle has the following form, 
f \ f X 
C 5 ( + nCOAOT;,Md 门 f |OMOT;s ,W (4.3) 
V i’j ； 1 r,s ) 
CONST,^.{q) is the constraint about a contact between the 产 edge ofrobot and the 
jth vertex of obstacle. It is so called C-constraints of type-A contact. Similarly, 
CONST^l{q) is the constraint about a contact between the r^ ^ vertex of robot and 
the sth edge of obstacle. It is called C-constraints of type-B contact. 
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4.3 Type-A Contact 
Type-A contact is the contact between the sides of the robot and the edges 
of the obstacles. We first denote that polygon A represents robot and polygon B 
represents obstacles. There exists a parameter p^ ={lq>) to represent the 
configurations of the polygon A (robot) when its side /广 is in a contact with vertex 
vJ ofpolygon B (obstacle). To avoid the intersection among the side f.^ and the 
vertex vJ，the parameter p^ = {l,q)) is bounded as follows, 
fO.O) f l ) f fA ^ 
0.0 - cp - n-p,， （4.4) 
V / V ^ J V "0 乂 
where | / 广 | is the length of side f : and � � i s the inner angle of polygon B at 
vertex Vj . 
z. / 
/ / 
Z 炮 / 
X : y ^ : ^ ' 
^ ^ ~ 'y^-- / / \ 中 一 广 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 匕 ― 
• 
X 
“ ^ ' v * - . 
Figure 4.1 Type-A Contact ‘ 
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The configuration q of the robot can be calculated by the transformation 
from the parameter p^ . Let {x^,y^) be the coordinates of vJ and / � i s the 
distance from point 0 to vertex v / . Then, the configuration of the robot 
,"^) ( ^ +k c o s ( a j +(p + a 2 ) + / c o s ( a 1 +q>Y 
q= y =xtj{p)= yo + k sin(^! + q) + a J + / sin(a, + q)) .(4.5) 
,J 1 a,+q) + a, , 
All of such configurations of polygon A in the type-A contact are denoted 
by PATCH^.{q). It is so called configuration patch (C-patch) of the type-A 
contact where 
PATCHt, {q) = ‘ q ： q = xtj {p\0 ^ P < {\f^' |, ；： - fi,) . (4.6) 
4.4 Type-B Contact 
Type-B contact is the contact between the vertices of the robot and the sides 
of the obstacles. There exists a parameter p,={l,q>J to represent the 
configurations of the polygon A (robot) when its vertex v；^  is in a contact with side 
/ / of polygon B (obstacle). To avoid the intersection among the side v；^  and the 
vertex //，the parameter p^ = {lq)) is bounded as follows, 
(0.0) f l ] f fB \ 
M ' W I " 。 } (4.7) 
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where | / / | is the length of side / / and ( 5 � i s the inner angle of polygon A at 
vertex v , . 
\ / ^ ^ 。 h 
T J f ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ f f ^ T O w m i fc i - , ;> .7x ; ia- -< h -TaStei..：^ --^  . .. l i -4 . _ 
" ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ - - - - - ^ - — - . • • - — . — - — — . - . 4 — 〜 《 — i j ^ ^ 
X 
Figure 4.2 Type-B Contact 
The configuration q of the robot can be calculated by the transformation 
from the parameter p,. Let {x,^y^) be the coordinates of v；^  and /• is the 
distance from point 0 to vertex v；^ . Then，the configuration of the robot 
<太) (^E +Zocos(ai +^) + a 2 ) + / c o s a / 
q = y = x l s { p ) = y E + h sin(a,+^) + a2 )+ / s in« i . (4.8) 
、叫 1 ^^!+¢' + ^ 2+^-^3 ) 
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All of such configurations of polygon A in the type-B contact are denoted 
by PATCH^X^). It is so called configuration patch (C-patch) of the type-B 
contact where 
PATCHl ifd = q ： q = xl {p\0 < P < { f f [ n - d,) • (4.9) 
4.5 Inverse Mapping Method 
Inverse Mapping Method is a method that inversely maps points on the C-
patches (PS{q)) to the configurations of the robot, where PS{q) can be defined as 
follows: 
f \ / X 
PS(+ UP^TCH；^. u U^^ ^^ '^. . (4.10) 
V “j J 1 r’s j 
The C-space is decomposed into regular cubic cells with a given resolution. 
Each cell should be labeled according to the intersection or the non-intersection 
among the robot and the obstacles. There is two different labels, 0 and 1. For a cell 
labeled by 0，the robot does not intersect any obstacles. On the other hand, for a 
cell labeled by 1’ there exists at least one configuration (position and orientation) 
where the robot collides with obstacle. 
It quantizes the C-patches into discrete points, and then maps those discrete 
points to the points in the C-space which are the configurations of the robot. If a 
cell includes a point corresponding to a discrete point on a C-patch, it is an obstacle 
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region. On the other hand, if a cell does not have any configuration corresponding 
to any discrete point on the C-patches, it is a free region. 
The inverse mapping method only marks the cells intersecting the sum of 
the C-patches as obstacle regions. Thus, the cells inside the C-obstacles may be 
processed as a free region. However, the surface of the C-obstacle is a closed 
manifold and both the start and goal configurations are inside the free regions. 
Therefore, it never gives any troubles to the robot for doing the motion planning. 
C-patch represented by the parameter p, where p = [l,q>)', which has a 
simple geometric shape. The quantization of element 1 in C-patch is a 
decomposition of a linear (line) region and that of angle q) corresponds to a 
decomposition of a circle. Angle phi is quantized in an interval [0，ln]. The 
quantization of a C-patch is realized by dividing a square region. 
In the inverse mapping method, the resolution of a C-patch is determined by 
specified resolution of the C-space. The quantizing step Ap,. of element p. of 
vector p must be chosen so that change of configuration q resulted by Ap. never 
crosses over neighborhoods of a cell corresponding to current p to other cells. 
Since q = x{p). for a given resolution k ofthe C-space, Ap,. must satisfy 
^ ^ ' • - W - (4.11) 
^Pi 
3%(p) 
where ~ ^ denotes the norm. Since it is not practical to check the condition 
for all points of a C-patch, we choose the same Ap,. on a C-patch. On a C-patch 
PATCH. j{q)^ the Ap,. should be chosen as equation (4.12). 
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^ P i = min 1 ^ (4.12) 
P^P^TCH^j ^¾^,. 
Furthermore, the computation cost of the inverse mapping method is 
proportional to the number of the discrete points on the C-patches. The number 
depends on complexity of the C-patches and specified resolution of the C-space. 
Mobile robot has 3 motion freedoms and each motion freedom is decomposed with 
the same resolution n. Assume that area of sum PS(q) of C-patches is S. From 
equation 4.12，the quantizing steps of elements of vector p are different. To 
simplify the problem, we suppose their multiplication is equal to n l Obviously, 
there are S/n^ discrete points on the sum PS(q) of C-patches. Therefore, the 
computational cost of the inverse mapping method is 0(Sn'^). 
4.6 Simulation 
To show the efficiency and usefulness of the inverse mapping method to 
construct a C-space, we had done the simulation on two different environments and 
two different shapes of robots to construct the C-spaces by the inverse mapping 
method. In the two environments, there were six obstacles including the boundary 
of the working environment. Figure 4.3 and figure 4.4 showed their shapes. A 
configuration of a robot was represented by (x,y,0), where x and y denoted the 
position and d expressed the orientation. Then, the C-space contained three axes 
including X-axis, y-axis and 0-axis. Each axis of the C-space was first divided into 
100 intervals, and hence the C-space was decomposed into 10' cubes. To construct 
the approximate C-space of figure 4.3, it was necessary to carry out 171320 times 
coordinate transformations. The computation time is about 2.1 seconds. To 
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construct the C-space of figure 4.4，236176 times coordinate transformations were 
done，and the computation time is about 2.9 seconds. When each axis is 
decomposed into 128 intervals, the C-space was decomposed into 2097152 (2^^) 
cubes. Then, the C-space of figure 4.3 took 267404 times coordinate 
transformation and 4.0 seconds to construct while the C-space of figure 4.4 needs 
378838 times coordinate transformation and 5.3 seconds to construct. The 
algorithm was programmed in C-language and the simulation was run in an Ultra 
Sparc Station. 
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^ 1 ^^  
Figure 4.3 6-obstacle Working Environment of Square Robot 
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Figure 4.4 6-obstacle Working Environment of 8-sided Polygonal Robot 
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Chapter 5 
Motion Planning and Re-construction of C-space 
5.1 Introduction 
Motion planning is one of the most important tasks for autonomous 
navigation of mobile robots. It involves the computation of a collision-free path 
from the start to the goal. Thus, through this process, the robot can arrive at goal 
without any collision or damages. Recent research [14][36] shows that there are 
two main approaches to do the motion planning. One is potential field approach 
and the other is graph-searching approach. 
Potential field approach defines some artificial potential fields for the 
obstacles and the goal positions, and uses the resulting field to influence a path for a 
robot. It is truth that the speed and extensibility of the algorithms make them as a 
good approach in motion planning. However, there have two major problems. 
First, it is not as thorough as the graph searching approach. Furthermore, the 
potential field approaches will get local minima traps. Since the planner tends to be 
in favor of low potential areas, it can reach a state of equilibrium and become 
trapped. 
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Graph-searching approach plans a collision-free path by searching the 
constructed graph. Configuration space approach is one of it. Compare with other 
approaches, configuration space approach is much easier for real-time updating and 
more accurate. 
In chapter 3，the robot can detect the obstacles in an unknown environment. 
Thus，the unknown environment will become a known environment. The general 
robot path-planning problem in a known environment can be formalized as follows: 
Given a robot and a description of its working environment, plan a path of 
the robot between two specified positions and orientations, i.e., the initial position 
and orientation and the final position and orientation, without colliding with 
obstacles in the environment. 
There are three criteria for a solution path: 
(i) The solution path between the initial position and the final position 
must be collision-free. 
(ii) The solution path should be the shortest one among all the collision_ 
free paths between the initial position and the final position. 
(iii) The motion along the solution path maximizes the minimum 
clearance among the motions along the collision-free path. 
As the environment changes constantly, some new obstacles may block the 
decided path. The accident and damages will then be happened. Furthermore, the 
visible range of the camera is limited. The region of obstacle detection is small. 
Therefore，update the C-space and path re-planning are another necessary 
processes. It lets the robot to have an updated geometric information about its 
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surroundings. Based on the updated C-space, the robot can search the other optimal 
path to the goal, which can prevent all the collisions and damages. 
5.2 Path Planning 
For an updated C-space, there contains only 0 and 1 in its cells, which are 
the free regions and the C-obstacle regions respectively. Based on this, the robot 
can assign a free path to reach its goal safely. 
A free path between the start configuration, q _ , and the goal 
configuration,〜。“,，is a continuous map 7：:[0，1]—^2,^  with T ( 0 ) = q ^ and 
^(l) = ^,oa/'Where q ^ " and q _ are in free space. 
Based on the updated C-space, the robot need to assign scores for each cell 
in the free region of C-space. The score of the goal is set to be 0. The 
neighborhoods of the goal (top, bottom, right, left, front and back, shown in figure 
5.1), which are in free region, are set to be 1 score. Then, the neighborhoods, which 
are in free region, of the 1 score cells, are set to be 2 score and so on. Obviously, if 
the cells are nearer the goal, the score of them will be less. In other words, the 
robot should choose the less score cells to go. As a result, the robot can reach the 
goal by this optimal path. 
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Figure 5.1 Neighborhood Cells ofthe Goal in C-space 
To clarify our algorithm of motion planning, we have done the simulation 
on two different environments and two different types ofrobots to show the results 
of our approach in path planning. 
In the two environments, there are six obstacles including the boundary of 
the workspace. Figure 5.2 (a) and figure 5.3 (a) shows their shapes including the 
start configuration and the goal configuration of the robot. In the environment of 
figure 5.2(a), we had used a square robot while in the environment of figure 5.3(a), 
we have used an eight-sided polygonal robot. A configuration of a robot is 
represented by {x,y,0), where x and >； denote the position and 9 expresses the 
orientation. To construct the C-space, we first divide each axis of the C-space into 
100 intervals. Thus, the C-space is decomposed into 10' cubes. Based on the 
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geometric information given by the working environment, the C-patches can be 
obtained by checking the type-A and type-B contact between the robot and the 
obstacles. Then, by the C-patches, the C-space can be constructed by the inverse 
mapping method. For the well-developed C-space, we can assign the score of each 
cell, which is in free regions. Finally, the optimal path can be found by searching 
the score of the cells from the start configuration to the goal configuration. The 
results are shown on figure 5.2(b) and figure 5.3(b). The algorithm was 
programmed in C language and run in an ULTRA Sparc Station. 
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Figure 5.2b Optimal Path to Goal of Square Robot 
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5.3 Update of C-space 
In chapter 3，we have described the method of obstacle detection. From 
figure 3.2, it is obvious that the visible range of camera is limited. In other words, 
the sensing area of the robot to detect the obstacles in an unknown area is bounded. 
Thus, it is insufficient for the robot only detects the working environment once. 
Furthermore, in the realistic world, the environment will be varied constantly. The 
workspace of the robot is always changing. Obstacle does not always exist in a 
constant position. Therefore, there will be a chance that obstacles block the original 
decided path of the robot. Accident will be happened. To prevent the damage and 
enrich the information about the workspace, real-time obstacle detection is a must. 
With the updated information of surroundings, the robot can re-construct the C-
space. 
As a robot discovers a new obstacle, the C-space can be re-constructed by 
the original and new information. Figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 will show the issues. In 
figure 5.4a，a square robot had detected a rectangular obstacle ( I ) in the 
workspace. Then, the C-space can be constructed by using the inverse mapping 
method. It contains a hollow C-obstacle and a boundary C-obstacle. A boundary 
C-obstacle is built by the boundary of the workspace. To read the figure easily, the 
boundary C-obstacle had not been shown (figure 5.4b) and also the figures in the 
following sections. When the robot is moving, it discovers a new rectangular 
obstacle ( II ) (figure 5.5a). Then, with the original C-space and the new 
information of the working environment, the C-space can be re-constructed (see 




Figure 5.4a Robot Sees a Rectangular Obstacle ( I ) in the Workspace 
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Figure 5.4b C-space by the First Obstacle Detection 
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Figure 5.5b C-space Re-constmcted by the original C-space and New Information ofthe Workspace 
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5.4 Re-pIanning of Robot Path 
As mentioned in the last section, the sensing area of a robot is limited. It is 
impossible for a robot to detect the entire workspace by detect once. If so, the robot 
will crash with some "unseen" obstacles. Therefore, with a real-time constructed 
C-space, the robot can choose the other path to go by real-time motion re-planning. 
After the first obstacle detection, an approximate C-space can be created by 
the inverse mapping method. Based on the constructed C-space, the robot can plan 
an optimal path to reach the goal. As the robot discovers a new obstacle in the 
working environment, the C-space will be updated by adding a new C-obstacle. 
Since there is a new C-obstacle in the C-space, the robot needs to check whether the 
C-obstacle will block the original path or not. If blocking does not happen, the 
robot can follow the original path to arrive at goal. Otherwise, it is necessary to re-
plan the motion again. The robot needs to choose the other collision-free path to 
go. The flow chart of the algorithm is shown on figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.7 shows a polygonal workspace of the square robot. Including the 
boundary, the environment contains 4 obstacles. The boundary of the workspace 
will then be transformed into the boundary of C-space. Initially, the robot does not 
have any information about its workspace. It only knows the configuration of the 
start and the goal. Then, the C-space is first constructed (figure 5.8). When the 
robot sees obstacle I (figure 5.9), the C-space is updated (figure 5.10). Therefore, 
based on the C-space, the robot can plan a collision-free path, PATH I, to reach the 
goal (figure 5.11). When the robot sees obstacle II (figure 5.12), the C-space is 
reconstructed by the original C-space and the new information (figure 5.13). Since 
the C-obstacle, by obstacle II，had blocked PATH I，the robot needs to plan the 
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other path, PATH II，to go (figure 5.14). As the robot moves, someone had added 
a new obstacle, obstacle N, to the working environment. When the robot sees 
obstacle N (figure 5.15), the C-space is updated by inverse mapping method (figure 
5.16). As the C-obstacle, by obstacle N, had blocked PATH II’ the robot needs to 
choose the new path, PATH III，to go (figure 5.17). When the robot sees obstacle 
III (figure 5.18), the C-space is re-built again (figure 5.19). However, the C-
obstacle, by obstacle III, had not disturbed or blocked PATH III (figure 5.20). 
Thus, there is unnecessary to re-plan the new path. The robot can reach the goal by 
the PATH III (figure 5.21). 
As mentioned above, we can know the importance of the real-time motion 
re-planning by the real-time obstacle detection and the real-time C-space re-
construction. Motion re-planning only operates when there is at least a C-obstacle 
to block the decided path of the robot. 
Additionally, there is also one condition that robot needs not re-plan the 
path, although C-obstacles had block the decided path of robot. Because of the 
impermanent realistic environment, some obstacles may be removed from the 
workspace of robot. Thus, it is more convenient that the robot needs not re-plan a 
new path again when the distance between C-obstacle, which is blocked the original 
path，and the current configuration of robot is so long. In other words, the current 
configuration of robot is far apart from the risky margin. Risky margin is the area 
that the robot will crash with obstacles within few steps. Until arriving at the risky 
margin，the robot needs to re-plan the motion immediately. Experiments in chapter 
6 will prove its importance. 
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Figure 5.7 A Polygonal Workspace of a Square Robot 
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Figure 5.18 Robot Discovers a New Obstacle III 
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Figure 5.21 Robot Arrives at Goal 
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Chapter 6 
Implementation and Experiments 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will present the architecture of the mobile robot system 
and the algorithm implementation. Besides, the experimental results will also be 
stated. In addition, we will describe how to improve the performance of the robot 
during the process of motion planning. Further, the compared results are presented. 
6.2 Architecture of the Mobile Robot System 
The mobile robot system consists of three items, the mobile robot B21, the 
SONY X999P camera, the wireless modem and the workstation (figure 6.1). The 
workstation is used to remote control the programs. The wireless modem is a 
media, which is used to transfer signals from the host computer to the mobile robot 
B21. The SONY X999P camera is used to capture the images of the working 
environment. Based on the information getting from the camera, the mobile robot 
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Figure 6.1 System Architecture 
The mobile robot B21 (figure 6.2) is produced by Real World Interface Inc. It 
contains 2 on-board computers that have equipped with a Pentium Pro 200 CPU. 
All computations are done on these two computers. To remote control these two 
computers, we use a workstation. A lightweight SONY X999P camera is mounted 
on the top of the robot. 
6.3 Algorithm Implementation 
All the computation tasks in the proposed algorithm are programmed by C-
language, while the interface shown on the workstation is developed by X-forms. 
As the C-language is suitable for most of the operating system and machines, it is 
so called system-programming language. First of all, through the wireless modem, 
the workstation can control the program that is running at the on-board computer in 
the robot. Then, the camera can be operated. During the experiments, the camera 
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should be tilted downwards to an angle of 40 degrees below the horizon. For this 
configuration, the furthest visible range is 3550 mm from the optical center of the 
camera and the unseen range is 827 mm. The horizontal visible range is 3500 mm 
at the furthermost end and 1318 mm at the nearest end. For details, see figure 6.3. 
Based on this trapezium, the robot can transform the coordinates of the obstacles 
from the image coordinate frame to the robot coordinate frame. Finally, the 
coordinates of the obstacles in the world coordinate frame can be estimated. The 
robot thus modifies the unknown environment to the well-known environment. 
Furthermore, based on the well-known environment, the robot can construct 
the C-space and plan the path to the goal without any collision. As a result, the 
robot can reach the goal under this decided path. 
i m M M i 
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Figure 6.2 Mobile robot B21 Figure 6.3 Sensing Area of the Camera at the floor 
(origin at the optical center of the robot, all in mm) 
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6.4 Experiment 
In this section, we will implement our algorithm in the mobile robot system 
to have 2 experiments. One is the experiment on fixed unknown environment while 
another is the experiment on dynamic unknown environment. In the first 
experiment, we will place a mobile robot B21 in an unknown environment. Then, 
by the advice of the goal configuration, the robot will move towards to the goal 
until arrival. Certainly, collisions or accident is not allowed. In the second 
experiment, we will place a robot in a free place and let it move towards the front. 
As the robot moving, we will gradually add some obstacle to block its path. The 
objective of this experiment is to let the robot to adapt dynamic changes in its 
workspace. Let it moves by itself without any collision and damage. The 
experiment results will show the validity and the practical use of our algorithm. 
6.4.1 Experiment on a Fixed Unknown Environment 
In this experiment, we had placed a mobile robot B21 in an unknown 
environment (see figure 6.4). It mainly contains five boxes, some shelves, desks 
and chairs. A draft plane of the environment is shown on figure 6.5. We want the 
robot to go forwards 3.3m and with an orientation 90 degrees anti-clockwise 
without any collision. 
First of all，the robot had set the initial position of its center as the origin 
(0.0，0.0) of the world coordinate frame. Thus, the initial configuration {x,y,d) of 
the robot is (0.0,0.0,0.0). As the goal was at 3.3 m in the y-direction apart from the 
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initial configuration of the robot and with an orientation 90 degrees anti-clockwise, 
f ^ \ 
the goal configuration is 0.0 cm,330.0 c m , - in the world coordinate frame 
1 2j 
(figure 6.6). 
Then, in order to get the information about the unknown environment, the 
robot needed to detect the obstacles by a camera at the head of it. It took the image 
of the workspace (figure 6.7). Then, after doing the image processing on the image, 
the outline of the object would be obtained (figure 6.8). Also, the coordinates of the 
edges and the vertices of the obstacle outline were estimated based on the image 
coordinate frame. The origin in the image frame was at the left top comer of the 
image (figure 6.9). 
Moreover, the coordinate transformations were performed. Since the robot 
knew the coordinates of the edges and the vertices of the obstacle outline, which 
were based on the image coordinate frame, the robot needed to transform them from 
the image coordinate frame to the robot coordinate frame. The origin of the robot 
coordinate frame is at the center of the robot. It is because that the origin of the 
world coordinate frame would be set to the origin of the initial robot coordinate 
frame (figure 6.6). Therefore, the coordinates of the obstacles based on the world 
coordinate frame were estimated. 
Furthermore, with the geometric information of the obstacles in the 
workspace, the robot could construct a C-space for it by inverse mapping method. 
By checking the contacts between the vertices and the edges of the robot and the 
edges and the vertices of the obstacles (Type-A Contact and Type-B Contact), C_ 
patches could be obtained. Then, the C-space could be constructed by the C_ 
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patches. Based on the constructed C-space, the robot could choose an optimal path 
(PATH I) to arrive at the goal without any collision and damage (figure 6.10). 
Since the visual sensing area was limited, it is impossible for the robot to 
detect the obstacle, construct the C-space and plan the motion once. Thus, 
continuous obstacle detection and C-space updating were must. Figure 6.11 shows 
the images taken by the camera of the robot with time interval 5 seconds and figure 
6.12 shows the outline of the obstacles. Figure 6.13 shows the working 
environment and the optimal path decided by the robot with respect to the images in 
figure 6.11 and figure 6.12. 
With the first optimal path (PATH I)，the robot would follow the path to 
move. After 5 seconds, the robot had updated the C-space. It found that there was 
a C-obstacle, which blocked the original path (PATH I). Then, it needed to plan 
the second collision-free path (PATH II) to reach the goal. At time = 10 seconds, 
the robot had repeated the process once. After re-constructed the C-space, the robot 
found that there is no obstacle to block PATH II. It was unnecessary to plan the 
other path. Thus, the robot would follow the PATH II to go. At time = 15 seconds 
and 20 seconds, by the updated C-space, the robot found that there are C-obstacles 
to jam PATH II. However, the distance between the C-obstacles and the current 
configuration of robot is so long. Due to the dynamic changes of the realistic 
environment, it is possible for the obstacle to be removed. Then, the robot can 
follow the old path, PATH II’ to go until the risky margin. At time = 25 seconds, 
the robot had arrived at the risky margin. Therefore, it needed to re-plan a more 
optimal path to go. By the updated C-space, PATH III was obtained. After, by the 
updated C-space, there was no C-obstacle to clog PATH III. Thereby, the robot 
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would follow PATH III to go. Finally, the robot was able to reach the goal without 
any collision, which is our objective (figure 6.13j). 
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Figure 6.12 Edge Detection of Images 
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Figure 6.13 Real-time Motion Planning 
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6.4.2 Experiment on a Dynamic Unknown Environment 
In this experiment, we had placed a mobile robot B21 in an unknown 
environment. The draft plane of the environment was shown in figure 6.14. Our 
objective was to let the robot moving 3.6m towards to the front without change the 
orientation. Certainly, we did not want any collision happened 
Initially, the robot had set the initial position (x,y) = (0.0,0.0) of its center as 
the origin (0.0,0.0) of the world coordinate frame. Thus, the initial configuration of 
the robot (x,y,0) was (0.0,0.0,0.0) and the goal configuration was 
(0.0cm,360cm,0.0cm). 
From figure 6.14, it was obvious that there is no obstacle to block the robot 
to move forwards. Thus, by the first obstacle detection, C-space configuration and 
motion planning, a robot could follow a straight path (MOTION I) to achieve to 
the goal (figure 6.15, figure 6.16 and figure 6.17). After 3 seconds, someone had 
added a box in front of the robot (figure 6.18a). With a real-time Updated C-space, 
the robot had found that there was a C-obstacle to block the original path. 
Therefore, the robot needed to re-plan the motion (MOTION II)，which would not 
collide with the box (figure 6.20a.). The robot could follow MOTION II to move 
because the blocking was not appeared within a risky margin (figure 6.20b). Until 
9 seconds later, another box was added into the workspace of the robot (figure 
6.18c). After re-constructing a C-space, the robot discovered that there was C-
obstacle to block MOTION II. The unique solution was to re-plan the other 
collision-free path MOTION III (figure 6.20c). However, when the robot tumed 
around, there was a partition in the workspace (figure 6.18d). By checking the real-
time re-built C-space, a jam was happened between the C-obstacle and the path 
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MOTION III. Thereby, it was necessary for the robot to find another path 
MOTION IV to go (figure 6.20d). The robot could follow the MOTION IV to 
move until time = 28 seconds (figure 6.20e). It is because that someone had added 
another new box to the workspace of robot at t = 28 seconds (figure 6.18f). By the 
information of the real-time re-constructed C-space, the robot had found that C-
obstacle had clogged the MOTION IV. In order to prevent the damage, re-
planning a new collision-free path (MOTION V) is a must (figure 6.20f). Then, 
the robot can follow the MOTION V to move. Until time = 40 seconds, someone 
had put a new box in front of the robot. However, after checking the real-time 
updated C-space, there was no collision between C-obstacles and MOTION V. 
Therefore, although a new obstacle was added to the workspace, it is unnecessary to 
create a new path again. Finally, based on the MOTION V, the robot can reach the 
goal without any collision and damage at time = 53 seconds (figure 6.201). 
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Figure 6.14 Draft Plane of Initial Working Environment of Robot (not to scale) 
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Figure 6.18 Images Taken by the robot 
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Figure 6.19 Edge Detection of Images 
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Figure 6.20 Real-time Motion Planning 
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Figure 6.20 Real-time Motion Planning 
The above experiment results show that our algorithm is validity on both 
unknown and dynamic environments. The robot did not know any information 
about the workspace beforehand. Then, with real time obstacle detection, real time 
construction of configuration space and real time motion planning, the robot can get 
the goal without any obstacle collision. The x position error is about 土15 cm and 
the y position error is about ±20 cm. The error is acceptable. Furthermore, the 
planned path of the robot is optimal so that the robot can get the goal within an 
optimal time. Besides, our algorithm is suitable for implementing on different types 
of polygonal mobile robot. However, our algorithm also has its drawback. When 
the environment contains lots of obstacles, it is very time consuming to construct or 
update the C-space. If there is many obstacles in the workspace, the robot will 
check the contacts between each obstacle. Then, the time for create C-patches will 
be increased. Therefore, although our algorithm is very useful in both unknown 




This dissertation developed a mobile robot system that moves to the goal 
without any collision and damage in an unknown environment. The robot first 
detects the obstacles in its working environment by using a single camera. Then, it 
will construct a C-space by using inverse mapping method. Finally, based on the 
C-space, the robot can plan a collision-free path to reach the goal safely. 
In this thesis, the geometric information of the obstacle in the workspace of 
the robot can be estimated by using a single camera at the head of the robot. The 
robot first detects the outline of the obstacle by edge detection. Then, through the 
process of coordinate transformation, the coordinates of the obstacles can be 
transformed from the image coordinate frame to the world coordinate frame. 
Finally, all the geometric information of the obstacles can be estimated. The 
method of the obstacle detection is stated in chapter 3 and the performance and the 
validity of the algorithm is also being shown. 
In this dissertation, since we assume that all the robot and obstacles are in 
polygonal shape, by checking the contacts between the edges and vertices of 
obstacles and the vertices and edges of the robot (Type-A Contact and Type-B 
Contact), the C-patches are obtained. Based on the C-patches, the C-space can be 
developed by the inverse mapping method. In chapter 4, the algorithm of inverse 
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mapping method is stated. Then, based on the updated C-space, the robot can 
decide a collision-free path to arrive at the goal. In chapter 5, the algorithm of 
motion planning and the simulation results are given. The simulation results had 
proven the validity and the accuracy of the method of path planning and C-space 
construction. Besides, we have described how the robot re-constructs the C-space 
in real-time. Moreover, with the updated C-space, the robot will re-plan its motion 
when C-obstacles block the original path, in real time. The practical usage and the 
performance of our algorithm of obstacle detection, C-space construction, motion 
planning, implementation and motion of the robot are shown on the experiments 
done in Chapter 6. It has proven its validity in motion planning under an unknown 
environment. The proposed algorithm is able to deal with all the cases under the 
assumptions. The robot can reach the goal under an optimal path without any 
collision and damage in an unknown environment. 
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